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From the Principal
The term has flown by and so much has already been achieved this year.
Learning Improvement Plan (LIP) COMMUNICATION
Acquaintance Night was a wonderful opportunity for staff and families to connect with each other
and get the 2018 learning year off to a great start. The review of the evening has enabled subtle
changes to inform families regarding the year ahead.
The 3aC has slowly rolled out with excellent feedback from providers and staff. It is certainly in
its infancy but will give us a greater scope in meeting our educational expectations and the
invaluable NDIS provisions in the system for our children.
Parent Teacher interviews are nearly completed. In Term 3 the links between NDIS provision
and the teaching and learning will become more evident. Providers must attend these sessions
with families in Term 3 and twice a year thereafter.
Performance Development is an important part of progressing our staff’s ongoing learning
journey. Staff revisited the process and in Term 2 we are holding walkthrough lessons which
will enable teachers to see and learn from each other’s practice.
Learning Improvement Plan (LIP) LEARNING
ANSS proudly leads the state in Abilities Based Learning and Education Support (ABLES)
assessment, which is now commencing its 2018-20 roll out. Two ANSS staff have been
selected to be state-wide ‘train the trainers’. The expertise these staff bring to the state will
ensure ABLES gets the great start it needs.
Our Early Career Teachers are involved in a Mentoring for Effective Teaching (MET) program
led by Senior Leader, Danica Wuttke. The MET program’s purpose is to give our early career
staff the best introduction into teaching to forge a high end footprint for excellence at ANSS.
Learning Improvement Plan (LIP) ENGAGEMENT
Mobility Opportunities Via Education (MOVE) International training has been completed and
ANSS is again an accredited MOVE Model Site. We have 4 staff trained and will commence
wider training across the school.
Two wonderful events—Firstly, the Special Olympics swimming carnival was a soaking success.
Senior classes splashed and “dove” the day away. Harmony Day was a great example of
students and families coming together. Our Pathways staff organised the event, and with their
students attending, contributed to the important ‘Everyone Belongs’ Harmony Day ethos.

Acquaintance Night was
a wonderful opportunity
for staff and families to
connect with each other
and get the 2018 learning
year off to a great start.

Diary Dates
Term 1 2018
 Fri 13 Apr (Wk 11)
1:55pm
Early Dismissal

We have partnered with Port Augusta Special School and hosted their PFD in Week 3. A few of
our staff supported the day engaging them in our work around Balanced Literacy in the
classroom. A big thanks to Rachael Haaren (HAT), Lidia Reveruzzi and Nicole Livingstone.
Lots of onsite works will commence during these upcoming holidays, including all weather
structures around the MOVE Unit, our liberty swing and trampoline areas. This will enable more
access to the outdoors all year round. At a cost of nearly $500,000 it will value add to our school.
I’d like to congratulate Michael Loeser who will be our Chairperson of Governing Council for
2018. I’d also like to acknowledge and thank Tori Brookes, our outgoing Chairperson, for her
commitment to the role in 2017. Governing Council plays an invaluable role in our school and I
invite you to seek our members out whenever you need. Please enjoy the holidays and I look
forward to seeing you all around the school.
Best wishes, Byron

Term 2 2018
 Mon 30 Apr (Wk 1)
8.45am
School Commences
for ANSS Students
See you next term!

Junior Primary
Lidia Reveruzzi

In the predictable chart process, the teacher provides
a model sentence or sentence starter, to which the
students contribute one or two (or more) words.
Jane Farrall

For Maths this term, JP4 students have
been learning about number and shapes
(2D and 3D). They have engaged in and
explored a range of different number
activities, using manipulatives (buttons,
counters) and through art. Activities are
differentiated to cater for the students’
individual needs. Some students are
learning the numbers 1 to 5, others 1 to
10 and some students can count forward
and backwards from 1 to 20.
Students have also been learning about
2D and 3D shapes and have participated
in various matching and sorting activities
and shape hunts to find different shapes
in their environment. A class book of
shapes was created as part of
Predictable Chart Writing, linking
Numeracy to Literacy. This term
students in JP4 have enjoyed playing,
learning and growing together.

Primary
Kat Wcislo

During this term, students have been
participating in a range of fine motor skill
activities.
The activities focus on the coordination of
small muscle movements and synchronisation
of hands and fingers with the eyes. These fine
motor skill activities are also called pre-writing
skills.
Here are a few examples showing my students
in action: cutting/snipping, threading and
painting. The photos also display enormous
improvement in concentration on a task since
the beginning of this year.
Great effort all round!

Pre-writing skills are the fundamental
skills children need to develop before
they are able to write. These skills
contribute to the child's ability to hold
and use a pencil, and the ability to draw,
write, copy, and colour.

Senior
Amy Checkley

This term we have been focusing
on a different letter each week.
Over the last couple of weeks our
class focused on letters “K” and “L”.
Every morning we listen to a song
focusing on those letters and we
read alphabet books. As shown in
our photos, students love to make
the letters with play dough. It’s
messy and fun!

Each letter of the
alphabet is
a steadfast loyal
soldier in a great army
of words, sentences,
paragraphs, and
stories. One letter
falls, and the entire
language falters.
Vera Nazarian

By the end of each week, students
have created their own alphabet
book on the chosen letter. For the
letter “K”, students focused on five
concepts: kite, key, kid, kick and
koala. Some students used a print
flip chart to write while others chose
to use a keyboard.
Photos were selected by students
using Google Images. These
activities are a great way for
students to engage with the
alphabet and become familiar with
each letter.

R-12 Unit Junior Primary
Ian Hartley-Brammer

Every morning the Reception Class begins the school day exploring greetings, days of the
week, weather and an assortment of songs, music and stories. Students have really taken
to the activities and are able to attend and participate together for up to an hour.
They use PODD and symbol boards to make selections and give opinions, and select
communication pathways to convey understandings and make choices. So far we have
focused on the letters that begin our names, counting, as well as some favourite stories.
Here are some photos to share.
.

It is our choices...
that show what we
truly are, far more than
our abilities.
J. K. Rowling

Pathways
Kirsty Brown

The Adelaide North Special School Pathways classes
continue to enjoy weekly STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) lessons.
STEM education encourages: critical thinking,
creativity, scientific literacy, curiosity and
inquisitiveness and develops a child’s love of learning.
The STEM approach to teaching and learning gives
students the opportunity to work on challenging
problems and projects.
Kirsty's Pathways class has enjoyed STEM
and Technology class with Elizabeth Vale Primary
School Room 6 and Mr Dan.
Students have had the opportunity to work with the
BeeBot, Dot and Dash robots, iPads and Computers.
They are learning all about cause and effect along
with basic coding. It is a very enjoyable lesson with all
students eager to learn and participate.
Hands-on practical activities help students to
experiment, use new technologies and test ideas to
make and create innovative solutions to real, complex
problems through the Engineering Design Process.

Senior
Nicole Livingstone

Movement breaks form part of our everyday
program. Movement not only helps to ‘clear
out those cobwebs’ but energises students
and increases their ability to focus on the next
learning activity.
Students have participated in brainstorming
activities they like and devised a regular and
rigorous schedule.
Activities have included dancing, walking
around the school and to the shops, balance,
team games and coordination activities,
running, hurdles and weights.
The students have enjoyed participating in a
range of activities they have chosen
themselves and have delighted in watching
(and laughing with) staff as they attempted the
same activities too. 

The trouble with the fast lane
is that all the movement is
horizontal. And I like to go
vertical sometimes.
Tom Robbins

